INSTRUCTION DOCUMENT
PART 1. - shows double page spreads from the New Scientist magazine.
Your challenge is to recreate the spreads using Adobe InDesign.
This exercise will require you to open the InDesign document supplied in the
Exercise Folder and recreate as closely as possible the double page layouts.

PART 1. page layout & typesetting
SPREAD 1

SPREAD 2

Start with opening the supplied InDesign document - [InDesign vers. 17.1].
The document will show 5 pages - pages 2 & 3 will show guidelines that
approximately align with locations for placement of copy, text boxes,
columns & gutter etc. Guidelines can be turn off or on or deleted.
Pages 3 & 4 does not have guidelines - so you can try working out how to set
the margins and column settings or just create your own guidelines to work out
where to place text boxes etc.
Note: the supplied InDesign document has 2 layers. Layer 1 is locked - keep it locked!
it holds the image placement of the magazine spreads.
Layers can be made visible or invisible this will enable you to match & check your
recreated page layout with the original on layer 1.
You can also use the transparency settings on layer 1. to turn down the
visibility as an alternative to turning the layer on or off.
On completion printout the finished artwork to A3 paper and bring to studio class.
Aim to complete as much as you can by Week 3.
It’s likely you will need to work on this exercise outside of your studio time
as “homework”. Check you have the latest version of Adobe InDesign
and Adobe Illustrator - this might require you to renew your Adobe Creative Cloud
account and licensing.
Option - if working from home do as much as you can with
older versions of InDesign & Illustrator.

PART 2. - shows 4 artboards with the letter E and the words, to crease, to peel,
to melt, to splinter. Your challenge is to use Adobe Illustrator and modify
the letter E to communicate and express the literal meaning.
This exercise will require you to open the Adobe Illustrator document
supplied in the Exercise Folder. You will have to add additional artboards.
You can change the font if needed but leave as uppercase in the same bold typeface
and set at the same point size. To modify letterform in Illustrator you will need to
convert the type to > create outline > then modify or add anchor points.
You are required to only to work in Adobe Illustrator not Photoshop.

PART 2. Typographic concepts

E

E

E

E

On completion printout the finished artwork to A3 paper and bring to studio class.
Aim to complete as much as you can by Week 3.
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INDESIGN SAMPLE
The sample on the right shows the recreation of Spread 1 in-progress.
It shows what your layout will look like as you start to recreate the spreads
with InDesign.
You will notice that the supplied InDesign file comes with two layers.
Use layer 2 to recreate the layout. Layer 1 is locked and can be hidden
by clicking the eye icon. Do not unlock or delete Layer 1.
In my sample [right] I have shown in red type some tips and instruction
to help you get started. You are required to enter ALL the text [words & numbers]
that are on the original spreads.
1. Start Open the InDesign document. You will notice that the document has 2 layers.
Layer 1 holds the image placement of the magazine layout. The image placement
runs across pages 2&3. You can turn the visibility of layer 1 on and off as you start
to rebuild the layout on layer 2. You can also change the transparency level of the image
select the image > go to object [main menu] > scroll to down to effects > select transparency.
You will also notice the document is showing guidelines [blue lines] but has not been setup
with margin or column settings. You can turn off the guidelines and try to work out
what the margins and column settings would be.
Or just use the existing guidelines to help align and position the text boxes and get on with
setting the type.
2. Draw the text frames - Select the text tool and create the text boxes.
Where there are two columns of text side by side check the text box widths are the same.
Measurements should be rounded out eg: column width 54.953 can be rounded out to 55 etc
Some of the headings and sub headings will require additional tracking, leading and kerning.
This is all part of learning to set text - “typesetting”.

Find the closest font to the one used in the article.
In this example I’m using the font Bebas Neue Pro

Type all the words in this section and find the closest
font, point size and leading to recreate as close as possible.

A USER’S GUIDE TO

THE MIND

The human mind is the most complex information processing
system we know. It has all sorts of useful design features
but also many glitches and weaknesses. The problem is, it
doesn't with a user’s manual. You just have to plug and play
But if anyone knows how Tuus hem audam inic rem et; Cati,
sedessuam factuit nostiam poerf max. By

Caroline Williams

Blue lines indicate guidelines.
You can show and hide guidelines.

3. Type text into the text boxes. Start with the title text and introduction copy try to match
the font style, setting and size to the original.
As you progress to the column text it gets more difficult to set the text to match
the original. Why? There are several issues here, we might not be able to find the same fonts
as the original and there is a little bit of distortion in the the original image scan & size.
So its ok if your text does not match exactly. Just note that the original text format
has first line indents and is aligned left ragged right. Try to get this part right.
4. At this stage you will be moving between layers and turning layers off and on
to check your layout progress. Try printing it out to A3 paper to check your layout.
5. Test, review & printout - ok you have to get use to working quickly this takes
concentration and practice. When you are in the studio class set yourself the
aim to take some printout home with you to review and plan your next move.
OK need to printout that means using your student card to pay for print.
6. Do your best to complete as much as you can to the best of your ability.
This is only a studio exercise to get you up to speed with solving problems and working
with typeface and layout. Its ok to make mistakes.

Tip: When you are working with type in InDesign make sure you have
show hidden characters selected. go to main menu select Type > scroll down
select show hidden characters.
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Notice the use of a .25pt stroke outline to indicate the placement area for the image file.

Notice the variation of
stroked line weights

Type all the words shown in the two columns of text.
Find the closest font, point size, leading and paragraph indent to recreate.

INSTRUCTION DOCUMENT - QUESTIONS TO ASK IN CLASS OR FIND ANSWERS ONLINE AND SHARE.

WHAT IS A FIRST LINE INDENT.
WHY DO WE WORK IN MILLIMETERS AND POINTS.
WHAT DOES A RETURN KEY SYMBOL LOOK LIKE IN SHOW HIDDEN CHARACTERS.
WHAT IS A PARAGRAPH BREAK.
HOW DO YOU FIND FONTS AND ACTIVATE ADOBE FONTS.
WHAT IS TRACKING.
WHAT IS LEADING.
CAN WE PUT COLOUR IN THE BACKGROUND OF TEXT FRAMES.
CAN YOU CONVERT A PDF DOCUMENT TO A WORD FILE.
WHEN CAN WE GO FOR COFFEE.
WHAT DOES CREATE OUTLINE IN ILLUSTRATOR DO.
HOW DO YOU MOVE, ADD OR DELETE ANCHOR POINTS.
HOW DO YOU USE THE CUTTING TOOL.
WHAT DOES VIEW OUTLINE DO.
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